








THIS IS AN EXTERNAL EMAIL

From:
To:
Subject: Proposed Development Plan - 23/01304/FULEIA
Date: 31 January 2024 11:36:50

I am emailing this to you as the website would not process my submission. 
I live in the Barbican - full address 103 Cromwell Tower, EC2Y 8DD - so am a neighbour
of the site. 
I - along with every person I have spoken to who lives in the Barbican - strongly object to
the plans for this development for a long range of reasons. I'll highlight two particular
issues below but would stress that I could have raised many other areas of concern.
Fundamentally what is being proposed is of poor quality and in clear contravention of a
number of policies espoused by the City. On this basis it should clearly not be approved. 

Visual Impact

The scale of the new development is vast and will
 completely dominate and out-scale the surrounding neighbourhood. It compromises the
architectural integrity of the listed and much-visited, photographed and filmed Barbican
Estate and sets a very worrying precedent for the surrounding area. Linked to this point,
the current brochures and documents blatantly misrepresent the scale of the development
through the use of wide angles lenses and carefully selected views with existing buildings
air-brushed out. This misrepresentation needs to be fully and accurately addressed in any
subsequent proposals for the site.

Negative effect on residential amenity

The many local residents will be negatively affected in multiple different ways. The loss of
daylight and privacy and increase in overshadowing and noise are obvious. More than that,
the area will become more dangerous for pedestrians and cyclists, particularly those who
regularly use the Thomas More carpark to access their homes. The additional traffic will
also increase the already poor air quality in the area – again at odds with the City’s
ambition to introduce much-needed zero emission zones in the surrounding area.

























From:
To:
Subject: LWW planning app 23/01304/FULEIA; 23/01277/LBC; 23/01276/LBC
Date: 31 January 2024 12:29:55

THIS IS AN EXTERNAL EMAIL

My objections to the above proposed scheme are as follows:

1. Scale
The current site of the Barbican and London Wall area were developed as an entity. They fit together as a mass.
The current proposal (in bulk and scale) is out of scale and proportion to its surroundings and will dominate
them. The volume of New Bastion House will be 2.5 times the current building, and the Rotunda more than
twice the current volume. It will have a significant impact on the rest of the area.

2. Heritage and visual impact
Much of the area comprises heritage sites such as the Barbican, St Giles, St Botolph's and St Paul’s; and the
intervening areas, with their historic remains such as the City Wall, are precious to the neighbourhood feel and
civic amenity. I fear that substantial harm will be caused to the general area by the proposed development.
There is already over development in this area eg the former BT HQ on Newgate St which affects the feel and
visual amenity and impact in the neighbourhood and from the Barbican. Further development of the sort
proposed will only make this worse. It will also have a significant detrimental effect on the Culture Mile, the
City’s own flagship scheme.

3. Residential amenity
I fear there will be a reduction in the amount of daylight for residents - already experienced from the high rise
developments in the City such as on Bishopsgate. There are questions around privacy for residents and concerns
about residential access, air quality, noise and disturbance for those residents living near the development.

4. Sustainability
The proposed demolition will cause serious harm to the environment, releasing tens of thousands of tonnes of
CO2 during development, contrary to the City’s own climate action and net zero polices. The City needs to give
proper, serious consideration to sustainable solutions such as retrofitting and not run this  planning application
in tandem.

5.Demand for space
I understand there is no occupier for this site, so that the development is speculative. There are plenty of other
sites being developed or available for this without the current proposed over-development.

Yours

Nick Mott
58 Defoe House
Barbican
EC2Y 8DN



THIS IS AN EXTERNAL EMAIL

From:
To:
Subject: Proposed Development of London Wall West
Date: 31 January 2024 12:35:48

I am writing to object to the City’s plans for the scheme to replace Bastion House and the
Museum of London building with a massive new development including two huge towers
of office blocks.

As a senior officer of the Corporation employed here for 21 years from 1978 and based in
the original Milton Court, I am dismayed by the Corporation’s attitude and neglect of the
Barbican estate and its environment. There was such pride in the buildings in those days.
The Estate and London Wall area were built together and in proportion. The scale and bulk
of the proposed buildings and their position have no regard for the existing townscape and
their impact on the surrounding area which will be experienced from the whole of the
Barbican estate and the streets nearby.

There is great significance in the historical and cultural aspects of the site with the Roman
and Saxon gate in the old city wall and this would appear to have been ignored. The
Museum of London and Bastion House buildings are important heritage buildings which
should be retained an adapted for modern use

I am greatly concerned by the lack of consideration which seems to have been given to the
effect on residents in terms of access to their homes and the reduction in the amount of
sunlight together with lack of privacy.

Moreover what demand is there for such office accommodation? Thee are plenty of other
possibilities elsewhere in the City.

Finally the demolition required by the proposals will be extremely damaging for the
environment and this is totally inconsistent with the City Corporation’s policy as well as
the national one.

I would therefore implore the Corporation to think again.

Elizabeth Crowther
331 Willoughby House
Barbican
EC2Y 8BL


















